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Sharing of Strain Between Nanofiber Forests and Liquid 
Crystals Leads to Programmable Responses to Electric Fields

Sangchul Roh, John Kim, Divya Varadharajan, Joerg Lahann,* and Nicholas L. Abbott*

Fibers embedded in soft matrices are widely encountered in biological systems, 
with the fibers providing mechanical reinforcement or encoding of instructions 
for shape changes. Here, the mechanical coupling of end-attached polymeric 
nanofiber forests and liquid crystals (LCs) is explored, where the nanofibers 
are templated into prescribed shapes by the chemical vapor polymerization 
of paracyclophane-based monomers in supported films of the LCs. It is 
shown that the elastic energies of the nanofibers and LCs are comparable in 
magnitude, leading to reversible straining of nanofibers via the application 
of an electric field to the LC. This coupling is shown to encode complex 
electrooptical responses in the LC (e.g., optical vortices), thus illustrating 
how LC-templated nanofiber forests offer the basis of fresh approaches for 
programming configurational changes in soft materials.
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end-attached polymeric nanofibers (diam-
eters of ≈100 nm and lengths of ≈20 µm, i.e., 
nanofiber forests (NFFs)) that are embedded 
in micrometer-thick LC films, and explore if 
the nanofibers are sufficiently soft that they 
can be strained by the elasticity of the LC.

Past studies have reported on inter-
connected 3D networks of nanofibers in 
LCs (e.g., formed by hydrogen-bond self-
assembly or electrospinning) but the net-
work structures, once formed, have not 
been reported to dynamically reorganize 
with reorientation of the LC.[11–13] Alterna-
tively, freely suspended nanofibers in LCs 
have been explored (e.g., carbon nano-
tubes and metallic nanorods), with the 
nanofibers either reorienting or levitating 

in response to the elastic strain of the LC.[5,14–16] The nanofibers, 
however, were not elastically strained.[10,17,18] Herein, we report 
NFFs that are strained by the reorientation of LCs, and show 
that the strain leads to complex mechanical responses of the 
composite material, and the emergence of unique electrooptic 
responses that are programmed by the sharing of strain between 
the NFFs and LCs. As detailed below, the NFFs are prepared by 
LC-templated synthesis using chemical vapor polymerization 
(CVP) of [2,2] paracyclophane-based monomers.[19,20]

2. Results and Discussion

To synthesize the NFFs used in our study, we prepared a sup-
ported LC film from 65  mol% 4-(trans-4-pentylcyclohexyl) ben-
zonitrile (PCH5) and 35  mol% 4-(trans-4-propylcyclohexyl) 
benzonitrile (PCH3). The film of LC, which was confined in a 
copper TEM grid (transmission electron microscopy grid indi-
vidual square grid size: ≈285 × 285 µm, thickness: ≈18 µm), was 
supported on a glass substrate coated with homeotropic poly-
imide (H-PI) to anchor the LC in a perpendicular (homeotropic) 
orientation. To load the LC into the TEM grid, ≈0.2  µL of LC 
was deposited into the copper TEM grid using a micropipette 
and excess LC was removed from the grid using a capillary tube. 
We used the LC film as a template for the synthesis of bent 
nanofibers by CVP (Figure 1a) using hydroxymethyl [2,2] paracy-
clophane (PCP-HM) as the monomer (Figure 1b). In contrast to 
5CB (4-cyano-4′-pentylbiphenyl) and other nematic LCs used pre-
viously to template the growth of NFFs by CVP,[19] all of which 
assume perpendicular orientations (homeotropic anchoring) at 
the LC–air interface, PCH-based LCs adopt a horizontal orienta-
tion (planar anchoring) at interfaces to air.[21] Prior to CVP, when 
viewed under crossed polars, the PCH films exhibited an optical 

The ORCID identification number(s) for the author(s) of this article 
can be found under https://doi.org/10.1002/adfm.202200830.

1. Introduction

Fibers embedded in complex soft matrices play an essential role in 
shape-encoded actuation in biological systems, enabling a range of 
functions such as cytoskeletal control of cell shape.[1–3] In synthetic 
systems, prior studies have reported composites formed from 
fibers dispersed in isotropic matrices, but the mechanical cou-
pling of soft nanofibers with anisotropic matrices such as liquid 
crystals (LCs) has not been widely explored.[1,2,4,5] Motivated by the 
observation that soft biological assemblies (e.g., vesicles, red blood 
cells, and bacterial cells), when dispersed in LCs, can be stretched 
or folded by the elasticity of LCs,[6–10] in this paper, we synthesize 
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appearance characterized by four extinction bands (dark area in 
Figure 1d). The extinction bands of the PCH film correspond to 
regions of the film where the azimuthal orientation of the LC 
director is parallel to one of the crossed polarizers. In general, 
we observed two distinct types of extinction bands: 1) extinction 
bands aligned along the polarizers (≈42% of all samples pre-
pared, Figure  1d), revealing that the LC confined within the 
copper grid assumes nearly a radial configuration (when viewed 
from above) and 2) extinction bands that are rotated from the 

polarizers (≈27% of all samples prepared), revealing that the 
LC assumes a spiral configuration (Figure  1h, see below for 
additional details). In both cases, the configurations adopted 
by the LC reflect the perpendicular anchoring of the LC on the 
vertical walls of the TEM grid. We found that the variation in 
the extinction bands (radial versus spiral) arises from changes 
in the curvature of the LC film surface. The LC meniscus asso-
ciated with underfilling of the grid (with a radius of curvature 
of 2 ± 1 mm) leads to the radial configuration; overfilling (with 

Figure 1. Synthesis of bent nanofiber forests in  a LC film (PCH) using CVP. a) Molecular structures of 4-(trans-4-pentylcyclohexyl) benzonitrile (PCH5) 
and 4-(trans-4-propylcyclohexyl) benzonitrile (PCH3). b) A scheme showing the Gorham reaction of hydroxymethyl [2,2] paracyclophane (PCP-HM) 
monomers. c) Schematic illustrations of side-views of director profiles of LC and nanofibers before/after CVP and above TNI (≈55 °C). Optical micro-
graphs (crossed polarizers) of PCH LCs in individual TEM grid squares d,h) before CVP and e,i) after CVP. The insets shown in (e,i) were taken above 
TNI (using an illumination intensity that was higher than d,e,h,i). f,g,j) Scanning electron micrographs of a nanofiber forest after removal of the PCH 
phase. f,j) were taken in the locations marked with a blue box in e,i), respectively. Panels (d–g) are representative micrographs of radial configurations 
and panels (h–j) correspond to spiral configurations, respectively. The brightness and contrast of the image shown in the bottom right corner of (d) was 
modified using ImageJ for clearer visualization of the birefringent pattern. The orientations of crossed polarizers are indicated in the top-left corners 
of each micrograph. k) Retardance changes of LC film before and after CVP and above TNI of PCH (error bars: 1 SD of n = 28−48).
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radius of curvature of 17 ± 10 mm) leads to the spiral configura-
tion. The remainder of samples prepared did not exhibit well-
defined patterns of extinction bands, likely due to variation in 
the anchoring of the LC on the vertical surfaces of the metal 
grids. In all samples, we measured the optical retardance,  r, 
of the LC films to be 121 ± 56 nm (where r = ∆n d, where ∆n 
is the tilt angle-dependent birefringence, (∆nmax is ≈0.12 for 
the PCH mixture),[22] and d is the thickness of the LC film, 
≈18 µm) (Figure 1i,k). Since PCH assumes a vertical orientation 
(θz=0 = 0°) on the H-PI-coated substrate, we used the retardance 
measured to calculate the orientation of the PCH at the LC-air 
interface to be θz=d = 25 ± 7° (Figure 1c and Equation S1, Sup-
porting Information for θz=d estimation). Because the easy axis 
of PCH is known to be horizontal (planar anchoring, θd = 90°) 
at air interfaces,[21] our observation of a tilted orientation of the 
LC at the air interface (θd = 25 ± 7°) indicates that the anchoring 
energy of PCH at the air interface is weak compared to the H-PI 
(see Equation S2, Supporting Information).[16,23]

Next, we polymerized PCP-HM in a custom-built CVP 
reactor (Figure  1b). PCP-HM was sublimed and homolyti-
cally cleaved into quinodimethanes at an elevated temperature 
and transported to a deposition chamber.[24] In the deposition 
chamber, the LC films were placed on a rotating stage (5°C and 
10  rpm) to ensure uniform deposition of polymer across the 
LC samples. The quinodimethanes diffuse into the PCH film 
and polymerize from the surface that supports the LC film.[19] 
We found that CVP led to a pronounced increase in the retard-
ance of the LC film supported on the H-PI (121 ± 56  nm to 
484 ± 181 nm, as shown in Figure 1e,i,k), indicating a change in 
the tilt angle of the LC at the air interface from θd = 25 ± 7° to 
54 ± 12°. In contrast, the locations of the extinction bands were 
unchanged by CVP, indicating that the azimuthal organization 
of the LC was not perturbed by CVP (Figure  1d–e,h–i). When 
the PCH film was heated above the nematic to isotropic tran-
sition temperature (TNI ≈55 °C), the sample exhibited residual 
birefringence (retardance: 19 ± 6  nm), again with extinction 
bands nearly identical to those exhibited by the PCH at room 
temperature (Figure  1e,i,k). The residual retardance of the 
sample provides the first hint of the formation of nanofiber 
forests with an in-plane organization that replicates that of the 
PCH.

To provide additional evidence for the formation of NFFs 
within the PCH film, we removed the PCH using organic 
solvents, and imaged the surfaces with a scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) (Figure 1f,g,j). We observed the presence of 
end-attached nanofibers with average diameters of 74 ± 17 nm 
and lengths of 19 ± 4 µm. When characterized by SEM over an 
area of ≈50 µm × 50 µm, the number density of nanofibers is 
uniform. (Figure S1, Supporting Information). However, we 
do not have evidence that the nanofibers show a lateral, peri-
odic ordering on the surface. The diameters of the nanofibers 
are determined by the extrapolation length of the LC (K/W 
≈100  nm, where K is the LC elastic constant and W is the 
anchoring energy of the LC on the surface of the nanofiber).[19] 
The lengths of the nanofibers are comparable to the thickness 
of the LC film (TEM grid thickness ≈18  µm), consistent with 
a mechanism of templated fiber growth.[19] In addition, for the 
samples shown in Figure 1d,e, by comparing the NFF organiza-
tion in the SEM to an optical micrograph (crossed polarizers) 

of the PCH LC at the same location (prior to extraction of the 
LC; indicated with a blue box in Figure 1e,f), we observed that 
the nanofibers were oriented parallel to the local orientation of 
the LC. This result also suggests that the LC anchors parallel to 
the surface of the nanofibers, which is consistent with our prior 
work (Figure  1d–g).[19] Overall, the results above support our 
conclusion that the in-plane orientation of the nematic PCH 
film templates the in-plane (x–y) organization of the forest of 
nanofibers that forms during CVP. Below, we provide addi-
tional discussion of the LC and NFF coupling observed in the 
samples with spiral-like extinction bands (Figure 1h–j).

The increase in optical retardance (121 ± 56  nm to 
484 ± 181 nm) accompanying CVP, as noted above, also reveals 
that the PCH template undergoes a substantial reorganiza-
tion (tilting along the z-axis) during synthesis of the NFF. This 
reorientation of the LC during CVP is consistent with a weak-
ening of the anchoring energy density of the LC at the H-PI 
surface (w0) caused by the growth of polymer from the H-PI 
surface. Specifically, for the geometry of our experiments, 
prior studies[16] predict that the tilt angle of the LC (θd) should 
increase with a decrease in w0, where w0 is the anchoring 
energy density at the H-PI surface (see also Equation S3, Sup-
porting Information). Overall, we conclude that the interplay 
of LC elasticity and anchoring strength induces a substantial 
change in the configuration of the PCH template during the 
growth of the nanofibers. This result, more broadly, hints at the 
opportunity to change the LC configuration during CVP growth 
to program nanofiber shape.

Next, we investigated whether the presence of a NFF with 
a LC film changed the response of the LC film to interac-
tions at confining surfaces. In the absence of a NFF, a PCH 
film (thickness: ≈32  µm) confined between two H-PI-coated 
substrates was observed to exhibit a dark optical appearance 
between crossed polars (optical retardance < 1  nm) (Figure 
S2, Supporting Information). To explore the influence of 
the NFF on the orientation of a LC film with the same con-
fining surfaces, we prepared an 18  µm−thick NFF/PCH com-
posite film using the procedures described above (retardance 
of 540 ± 53 nm: Figure 2a) and paired the film with a second 
H-PI-coated indium tin oxide (ITO) glass substrate to define 
a substrate-to-substrate separation of 32  µm. After filling the 
entire cavity with PCH, we observed the sample to exhibit 
a bright optical appearance with a retardance of 178 ± 22  nm 
(Figure  2b) and extinction bands originating from the center 
of the film (under crossed polarizers). We make two observa-
tions regarding this experiment. First, the retardance value 
of 178 ± 22 nm reveals that the NFF forest within the sample 
prevented the LC within the cavity from assuming a uni-
form perpendicular orientation (as observed in the absence 
of nanofibers). Second, the small value of the retardance  
(178 ± 22 nm) relative to the composite NFF/PCH film used to 
prepare the sample (540 ± 53  nm) suggests that a torque will 
be transmitted to the nanofibers by the LC elasticity, potentially 
leading to a decrease in the curvature of the nanofibers in the 
32 µm-thick sample (Figure 2b) as compared to the as-synthe-
sized fibers (Figure 2a).

To determine if the nanofibers are reshaped by elastic 
stresses transmitted from the LC film, we applied a 50  V AC 
electric field (1  kHz) to the film shown in Figure  2b. Upon 
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application of the field, we measured the retardance to decrease 
from 178 ± 22 nm to 5 ± 1 nm, consistent with the reorientation 
of the LC along the external electric field lines due to the posi-
tive dielectric anisotropy of the LC (∆ε ≈ 10).[25] The change in 
optical retardance was reversible, with the initial configuration 
of the LC observed again after the removal of the external elec-
tric field. When the PCH was heated above TNI in the absence of 
the electric field, the retardance was measured to be 8 ± 1 nm, 
which is larger than the retardance (5 ± 1 nm) measured under 
50 V. The smaller value of the optical retardance measured with 
the electric field provides further evidence that the bent NFF 
was strained via the reorientation of the LC with the applied 
electric field (Figure 2c). Similar changes in the optical appear-
ance of the PCH upon heating and application of an electric 
field were observed in multiple independently prepared sam-
ples (n = 12).

To obtain direct evidence of electric field-induced changes 
in the shapes of the end-attached nanofibers, as proposed 
in Figure  2b,c, we developed a procedure that allowed us to 
image individual nanofibers before and during the applica-
tion of the electric field across the LC film. First, as described 
in Figure  1b,c, a network of bent NFFs was formed by CVP 
using a film of the PCH LC as a template (Figure  1c). Sub-
sequently, we paired the sample with a second glass surface 
(surface-to-surface separation of ≈32 um), and then infused a 
mixture of the reactive mesogen RM257, 5CB, and 0.1  wt.% 
diphenyl (2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl)phosphine oxide (TPO) (pho-
toinitiator; Figure 3a,b) into the cavity between the two sub-
strates. We then allowed the PCH, 5CB, and RM257 to mix 
by diffusion before photopolymerization. The glass surface 
induces planar anchoring of the LC mixture. Because RM257 
contains two acrylate groups (Figure  3a), free-radical photo-
polymerization of RM257 formed a continuous 3D liquid crys-
talline network (Figure  3a,c) that trapped the shapes of the 
nanofibers.[26] Next, we detached the crosslinked composite 
from the substrates and immersed them into liquid nitrogen 
for vitrification. The vitrified LC composite was cross- 
sectioned with a knife, and decorated with Au/Pd by sput-
tering in a vacuum environment. Figure 3d shows the cross-
section (15 – 20 µm from the bottom) of the composite sample 
prepared as described above. Significantly, we observed 
the tips of the nanofibers to be tilted away from the surface 
normal (by an angle of 31  ± 12°), consistent with the bent 
nanofiber geometry (Figure  3c,d). Using Equation S4 (Sup-
porting Information), we estimated the tilt angle of the LC at 
z = 18 µm (height of NFF) to be ≈51°, a value that is in good 
agreement with the tilt angle of the LC (54  ± 12°) estimated 
using the LC optical retardance after CVP (Figure 1e,i,k).

Next, we explored polymerization of the NFF/LC composite 
films in the presence of an electric field to determine if applica-
tion of the electric field to the LC strains the nanofibers. For 
these experiments, we followed the procedure described above 
using H-PI-coated ITO glass as electrodes. Prior to applica-
tion of the electric field and before photopolymerization, the 
LC film exhibited a bright optical appearance consistent with 
tilting of the LC mixture containing RM257 via its interaction 
with the NFF (Figure S3a, Supporting Information). When 
an AC electric field (50  V/1  kHz) was applied across the film, 
we observed the film to assume a dark optical appearance 
(Figure  S3b, Supporting Information), indicating that the LC  

Figure 2. Optical micrographs (cross polars) of NFFs in PCH after CVP and 
corresponding side-view schematic illustrations. NFF and PCH composite 
in contact with a) air after CVP, b) H-PI-coated ITO glass, c) NFF and PCH 
of (b) under an electric field (50 V/1 kHz, sine wave). The orientations of the 
crossed polarizers are indicated in the top-left corners of each micrograph.
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Figure 3. Molecular structures of a) polymerizable liquid crystal, RM257 (left), and b) 5CB (right). c) A schematic illustration of sample preparation 
for cryogenic SEM. The complete schematic of the sample preparation is also shown in the Supporting Information. Cross-sectional morphology of 
nanofibers embedded in crosslinked RM257/5CB prepared d) without an electric field and e) with an electric field. The blue ellipsoidal circles were 
intentionally added to the regions containing nanofibers. The brightness and contrast in (d–e) were adjusted using ImageJ. f) Changes in free energy 
stored in a nanofiber and surrounding liquid crystalline phase as a function of the tilt angle of a nanofiber (tilt angle is defined in (g). g) A schematic 
illustration of predicted nanofiber morphology with (θ = 27°)/without (θ0 = 60°) an electric field.
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composite film was aligned along the field lines (Figure 3c), an ori-
entation that was reversed upon removal of the field (Figure S3c,  
Supporting Information). When the sample exposed to the elec-
tric field was polymerized by exposure to UV light, we observed 
the LC to exhibit a dark optical appearance both during poly-
merization and after removal of the electric field (Figure S3d, 
Supporting Information). This result suggests that the LC/
nanofiber configuration induced by the electric field was pre-
served by the crosslinking of RM257 via free radical polymeri-
zation. When this sample was imaged by cryo-SEM, we meas-
ured the tilt angle of the nanofibers from the normal to be 6 ± 
6° (Figure 3e). Because this tilt is substantially smaller than that 
measured in the absence of the field (31 ± 12°), we interpret this 
result to indicate that the nanofibers were strained along with 
the LC during the application of the electric field.

The results above demonstrate that the nanofibers exhibit a 
shape-response to the electric field, but they do not establish 
if the shape change was driven by the direct action of the elec-
tric field on the nanofibers or by the effect of the electric field 
on the LC, which in turn transmitted a mechanical torque 
to the nanofibers. To address this question, we developed a 
mechanical model for the equilibrium tilt angle of nanofibers 
embedded in LC by considering the free energy of the system 
to be composed of the elastic energy of the nanofibers 
(UNF,elastic) and LC (ULC,elastic), and the dielectric energy of the 
nanofibers (UNF,electric) and LC (ULC,electric). Our simple model 
assumes that the anchoring of LC on the nanofibers is strong 
and the orientation of LC adjacent to a nanofiber is parallel to 
the nanofiber (see also Supporting Information). This model 
predicts that a NF with an initial tilt angle of 60° decreases to 
27° upon the application of 50 V (Figure 3f,g), which is a good 
agreement with our experimental observations (Figure  3d,e). 
Significantly, inspection of Figure  3f,g reveals that the 
nanofiber shape change is largely due to the torque imposed 
on the nanofiber by the LC and not due to the direct action of 
the field on the fiber.

The results above reveal that the elastic strain of the LC 
phase can reshape nanofibers grown by LC-templated CVP. 
The observation motivated us to explore the electrooptical prop-
erties of LCs that emerge from the sharing of strain between 
nanofibers and LCs. We began by optically characterizing a 
PCH/NFF composite with a spiral configuration (projection 
onto x–y plane, Figure 4a; see also Figure 1h–j). As noted ear-
lier in the paper, the spiral configuration of the LC is charac-
terized by extinction bands that are rotated from the orienta-
tions of the polarizers (Figure  1h–j). Similar to the PCH/NFF 
composites exhibiting the radial configuration (Figure  2), as 
the electric field was increased from 0 to 10  V at 1  kHz (sine 
wave, Figure  4a–c), the optical retardance gradually decreased 
(Figure  4h), consistent with the realignment of the PCH LC 
along the external electric field lines.

Interestingly, however, with increase in the field intensity 
(0 to 10 V), we observed the extinction bands to rotate (43 ± 9°) 
clockwise with fixed crossed polarizers (Figure 4a–c). The rota-
tion of the extinction bands was not observed in samples with 
the radial configuration (Figure  2a–c). Since the extinction 
bands correspond to regions of the LC where the azimuthal 
orientation of the LC is parallel to either the polarizer or ana-
lyzer, we conclude that the LC shown in Figure 4 undergoes an 

azimuthal (x–y plane) reorientation in response to application 
of the electric field along the z-axis. To determine the in-plane 
(x-y) orientation of LC under the electric field, we inserted 
a first order wave plate (λ  = 530  nm) when applying 10  V 
(Figure  4g). Yellow and cyan-blue regions indicate an in-plane 
orientation of LC (the x–y plane) that is parallel and perpen-
dicular, respectively, to the slow axis of the waveplate (indicated 
by a blue arrow in Figure  4g). Our observation of the gradual 
rotation of the extinction bands (43 ± 9°), when combined with 
the color analysis of the waveplate, leads us to conclude that the 
local optic axis of the LC was rotated counterclockwise during 
the application of the electric field (Figure 4a–d). We performed 
an experiment to confirm that rotation of the optic axis of the 
LC is not observed when an electric field is applied to a twisted 
LC sample (no NFF). We conclude that the rotation of the optic 
axis shown in Figure 4 arises from interactions of the NFF and 
LC (see also Supporting Information and Figure S7, Supporting 
Information).

We propose that the electro-optic response of an LC/NFF 
composite with a spiral pattern can be understood from the 
behavior of a single fiber (Figure  4e,f ): without the field, the  
individual nanofibers (projected length of ≈10  µm on  
the x–y plane) are twisted when viewed from above due to 
their templated growth within the LC with a spiral configura-
tion (Figure  4e). As the nanofibers are strained along the z-
axis by the external electric field (Figure 4e), the projection of 
the nanofibers onto the x–y plane undergoes a counterclock-
wise rotation (Figure  4f). A similar mechanical behavior is 
also observed with a spring coil under axial loading, where the 
spring coil exhibits a decrease in radius perpendicular to its 
long axis above a threshold strain.[27,28] Since the nanofibers 
share their orientation with LC, the LC undergoes a counter-
clockwise reorientation on the x–y plane (Figure 4e).

We also characterized the optical response of the NFF/LC 
film upon the removal of the external field. When the external 
field was removed, the NFF/LC recovered its initial optical 
appearance, (Figure 4a,d), consistent with the relaxation of the 
NFF to its initial configuration. Overall, we conclude that the 
sharing of strain between the NFF and LC programs a complex 
yet reversible electrooptic responses of the composite.

3. Conclusion

The results in this paper demonstrate that LC-templated end-
attached nanofibers grown by CVP are a promising route for 
fabricating soft nanocomposite materials that encode complex 
properties, including responses to external fields that appear 
promising for the design of new classes of electrooptic devices 
or soft actuators. Our mechanical modeling of the composite 
materials reveals that the mechanical response to external 
fields arises from a delicate balance of elastic and surface inter-
actions, an insight that likely explains why prior studies of 
fibrous networks in LCs have not reported the reorganization 
of nanofiber networks in the manner described in our paper.[19] 
Specifically, our elastostatic model predicts that the mechanical 
coupling between nanofibers and LC is weakened substantially 
by a small increase in the fiber diameter or a decrease in the 
fiber length relative to that used in our experiments (average 
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Figure 4. Changes in the optical appearance of an NFF-embedded LC under a) 0 V, b) 2.5 V, c) 10 V, and d) 0 V at 1 kHz (sine waveform, thickness 
≈100 µm). A schematic illustration showing the side-view (bottom) and top-view (top) of the nanofiber organization is shown to the right of each optical 
micrograph. e,f) A schematic illustration of the deformation of a single nanofiber. g) The optical appearance of an NFF-embedded LC (10 V) with crossed 
polarizers and a wave plate (λ = 530 nm). The dotted lines indicate the rotation of extinction bands in (a–d) and (g). The direction of the polarizer, the 
analyzer, and the waveplate is indicated with the arrows. h) Change in the average retardance of LC (a–c) as a function of voltage. The error bars are 1 SD 
of retardance measured across the sample (a–c, n = 92 points each).
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diameters of 74 ± 17 nm and lengths of 19 ± 4 µm). This result 
indicates that the nanofiber diameter and length must be pre-
cisely controlled to achieve efficient mechanical coupling to the 
LC (Figure S8, Supporting Information). This level of control is 
made possible by the use of CVP.[19]

While we focus on bent NFFs synthesized from achiral 
nematic LCs as an illustrative example in this study, the LC-
templated CVP process is compatible with the use of cholesteric 
LCs or blue phase LC templates, thus allowing synthesis of a 
range of nanofiber shapes.[19] These various nanofiber shapes 
offer the potential to program distinct electromechanical and 
electrooptical responses into LC-nanofiber composites by 
virtue of the elastic energy stored in strained nanofibers. Such 
responses appear promising for the creation of advanced light 
valves and optical tweezers based on vortex light beams.[29,30] 
Finally, our results also reveal that CVP (Gorham reaction) can 
be combined with free radical polymerization to create polymer 
networks that encapsulate organized arrays of polymeric 
nanofibers. While fibers embedded in isotropic polymer net-
works have been shown to encode shape responses,[1,31,32] our 
results provide avenues for the synthesis of liquid crystalline 
networks (including elastomeric networks) with properties that 
are programmed by encapsulated arrays of nanofibers.[33–35]

4. Experimental Section
Chemical Vapor Polymerization: Synthesis of bent NFFs was carried 

out in a chemical vapor polymerization (CVP) system that consists 
of sublimation, pyrolysis, and deposition zones. In the deposition 
zone, TEM grids loaded with PCH LCs were placed on a rotating stage 
(10 rpm) to promote uniform polymerization of PCP-HM in the PCH LC. 
The PCH LC consists of 35 mol% of PCH3 (TCI) and 65 mol% of PCH5 
(Sigma–Aldrich). To load PCH LC into a TEM grid, ≈0.2 µL of PCH LC 
was deposited using a micropipet into a copper TEM grid supported on 
a substrate and the excess amount of PCH LC was removed from the 
grid using a capillary tube. The PCP-HM was sublimed at a temperature 
of 120  °C in the sublimation zone and further pyrolyzed at 550  °C in 
the pyrolysis zone. A stream of argon gas flow was used to transport the 
sublimed and pyrolyzed PCP-HM to the deposition zone. The pressure 
of the deposition chamber was 0.1  mbar. The deposition rate of PCP-
HM, which was read by a QCM sensor, was ≈0.02  nm s−1. The entire 
deposition process was finished in ≈30 mins.

Microscopy: Figures  1d,e,h,i were taken using an optical microscope 
(Nikon Eclipse 80i) equipped with a digital camera (Sony CMOS Pregius 
sensor, DFK 23UX174). A white light source was used. The NFFs of 
Figure 1e,i were further rinsed with ethanol (Sigma–Aldrich) and acetone 
(Sigma–Aldrich) sequentially and agitated on an orbital shaker (KS 260 
control, IKA). It was confirmed that this rinsing procedure enabled 
the preservation of the in-plane organization of nanofibers while LCs 
were thoroughly rinsed away. After drying the specimen, the NFFs in 
Figure 1f,g,j were further coated with Au and observed with a scanning 
electron microscope (SEM, FEG Tescan Mira3). The optical micrographs 
in Figures  2 and  4 were taken using an optical microscope (BX 41, 
Olympus) equipped with 4×, 10×, and 60× objectives, a Moticam 10.0 MP 
camera, and a halogen lamp (Philips 6 V 30 W bulb), two polarizers. The 
colors of the micrographs were calibrated with a white balance function 
in the digital camera software. Cryo-SEM (FEI Strata 400 STEM FIB) was 
used to visualize individual nanofibers embedded in the cross-linked LC 
(RM257/5CB mixture).The optical retardance was measured using both 
the Michel Levy interference color chart and PolScope (Polaviz, APSYS 
Inc.). Length and diameters of nanofibers were measured with the NFF-
decorated surfaces after detaching the majority amount of nanofibers 
from substrates using sonication to visualize individual fibers.

Application of an Electric Field: ITO glasses (15 – 25 Ω sq−1, Sigma–
Aldrich) used as substrates were treated with H-PI (Nissan Chemical) 
after cleaning with ethanol. A function generator (Keysight, 33210A) 
connected to a voltage amplifier (Trek, ×500  V/V) was used to 
generate an electric field. A sine waveform at 1  kHz was used.  Each 
side of the ITO glasses was attached with copper tapes (3M) and 
connected to the amplifier using alligator clips. For the optical cells 
with the thickness of ≈32  µm and ≈100  µm, glass beads (Cospheric 
LCC, d = 28–32 µm) and double-sided scotch tapes (3 M) were used, 
respectively.

Fabrication of Double Network LC Composites for Cryogenic SEM: A  
30 w/v.% RM257 (BOC sciences) in 5CB (HCCH) was mixed on a 
hot stage (90  °C) with 0.1  wt.% of diphenyl (2,4,6-trimethyl benzoyl) 
phosphine oxide (TPO, Sigma–Aldrich) as a photoinitiator. After infusing 
the RM257 mixture into nanofiber cells, it was equilibrated for ≈30 mins 
on a 35  °C hot stage. Subsequently, the samples were cooled back to 
room temperature and cross-linked via UV light (365 nm) for ≈30 mins 
with/without applications of an electric field. The sample was detached 
from the substrates using a razor blade for cryogenic SEM analysis. A 
pristine glass substrate (Fisher) was used as a top layer for the sample 
prepared without an electric field.

Statistical Analysis: Error bars and sample sizes are defined in the 
legends of each figure. Numerical values of measured quantities are 
expressed as an average ± standard deviation (SD).

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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